Recent advances in plasmonics of coinage metals have attracted significant interest in the biosensing community [1, 2] . Surface plasmon resonance refers to the oscillation of conduction band electrons excited by light. Often touted as a label-free sensing technique, surface plasmon resonance based sensing and imaging have become commercially available for quite some time, and are employed in applications such as studying protein-protein interactions, immunochemical procedures and drug-receptor binding. Traditional surface plasmon resonance sensors rely on the propagating surface plasmon resonance (PSPR), where light-electron coupling is obtained via total-internalreflection, a condition typically achieved by prism coupling [3] [4] [5] . Due to the unconventional nature of light coupling, PSPR sensors face challenges in instrument miniaturization and simplification. Another limiting factor for PSPR imaging is spatial resolution. Although, confined to the metal-dielectric interface, plasmon waves do propagate along the interface, therefore degrades spatial resolution.
LSPR associated light concentration & field enhancement
The light concentrating property of LSPR is a focal point of modern plasmonic biosensing research. Typically understood as collective electron oscillation, LSPR produces highly localized electromagnetic field enhancement in plasmonic nanomaterials [6] . Plasmonic hot-spots refer to the locations, in close proximity of nanostructures, where electromagnetic fields are particularly enhanced relative to the incident field. LSPR associated local field concentration has been shown to enhance a variety of electronic as well as vibrational spectroscopic techniques. Among those, prominent examples can be drawn from Raman scattering, infrared and near-infrared (NIR) absorption and fluorescence [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Traditional plasmonic nanomaterials are 1D (e.g., colloidal nanoparticles) or 2D (lithographically patterned nanostructure arrays) in nature, which typically result in sparse field concentration patterns. To improve efficiency and better utilization of hot-spots, the concept of 3D plasmonic nanoarchitecture, where abundant hot-spots are formed in a 3D volumetric fashion, have emerged [12] . Practically, there are several potential advantages of plasmonic sensing. First, many plasmonic sensing mechanisms can be implemented in a label-free fashion which requires no additional binding of fluorescent tag or radioisotope [13] . Plasmonic sensors work naturally with optical interrogation technology and therefore can be non-or minimally-invasive. In this Editorial, we introduce three distinct 3D plasmonic nanoarchitecture for LSPR-based biosensing. A key feature shared by the three examples is no lithography is involved in the formation of hot-spots. We also comment on their figure of merit from practical aspects such as performance, robustness and cost-effectiveness.
Nanoporous gold nanoparticles & arrays
Nanoporous gold (NPG) nanoparticles and arrays can be formed by a hybrid fabrication process combining top-down lithography and bottom-up atomic dealloying [14, 15] . The lithography step patterns gold-silver film into nanoparticles of well-defined shape and size, while the dealloying step produces highly porous nanostructures throughout each individual nanoparticles. Single NPG nanoparticle features large surface area, high-density plasmonic hot-spots, and tunable plasmonic resonance [16, 17] . Due to the less metallic nature, single NPG nanoparticles feature LSPR resonance in the NIR wavelength range from ∼700 to 1800 nm depending on its diameter and pore size [15] . NPG nanoparticle arrays, in contrast, feature blue-shifted LSPR due to far-field plasmonic coupling among nanoparticles [18] . The degree of blueshift is also highly tunable by diameter and inter-particle distance. Recently, nanocomposites formed by colloidal AuNP on NPG disks have been shown to form additional hot-spots at the binding sites [19] . NPG arrays have been demonstrated in various plasmonic sensing mechanisms such as refractive index sensing via extinction spectroscopy, as well as spectroscopic fingerprinting by enhanced fluorescence, NIR absorption, and Raman spectroscopy [8] [9] [10] [11] 14] . A number of label-free biosensing applications have been developed in the past 4 years for nucleic acids, proteins, enzymes, metabolites, neurotransmitters, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, carcinogenic environmental and food contaminants, and etc [11, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] .
Stacks of orthogonally arranged nanowires
Using solvent-assisted nanotransfer printing (S-nTP), vertically stacked 3D cross-point plasmonic structures have been made [24] . A key advantage of the fabrication technique lies in the sequential additive printing on nontraditional substrates such as soft materials. The design of 3D crossbar array is analogous to recent memory device architectures designed for maximizing information storage density and improve device performance [25] . The S-nTP printed nanowire stacks can provide both in-plane in the nanogap region as well as out-of-plane coupling at the cross-points where two orthogonal nanowires meet. The latter, in particular, facilitates the formation of plasmonic hot-spots by geometrical constraints. By area mapping, the plasmonic substrate appears to exhibit high uniformity, an important attribute for biosensing. The cross-point structures have been successfully printed on contact lens and glucose sensing at physiologically relevant concentrations has been demonstrated. The proof-of principle results show the potential of glucose sensing in tears by optically interrogating the contact lens, and perhaps other biomarkers in bodily fluids.
Gold-coated eggshells
Recently, researchers have been inspired by naturally occurring micro/nanostructures to develop simple, low-cost and green nanotechnology. Among those, eggshells have been demonstrated to provide a versatile template for building 3D plasmonic nanostructures with extremely low-cost [26] . By coating a thin layer of gold film on different eggshell regions including the outer and inner shells and the membrane, these daily waste materials have been employed in sensing bacteria with surprisingly good sensitivity down to single cells [27] . The outer shells have been shown to provide the best sensitivity and good uniformity. Such a technology can potentially be applied to label-free pathogen detection and typing without time-consuming cell culture, which is the gold standard for diagnostics.
Comparison & future perspective
Although, artificial lithography can pattern sub-10 nm features as plasmonic hot-spots, it is difficult, if not impossible, to scale up. In this Editorial, we have reviewed three recent examples for lithography-free hot-spot formation. Cross-points nanowire stacks resemble modern memory architectures for high capacity and efficiency, and can be printed on soft substrates by sequential addition. The underlying fabrication technique, S-nTP, is powerful yet costly. Gold-coated eggshells, in contrast, represent an extremely low-cost alternative for bacteria sensing and identification. NPG nanoparticles have been shown to be the most versatile in various applications, and are cost-effective. 3D plasmonic nanoarchitectures are an interesting class of novel nanomaterials. Their most important biosensing advantages lie in label-free, minimal or no sample preparation, low invasiveness and optical readout. The fact that they can be fabricated on soft substrate suggests their potential use in flexible and wearable devices. The simplicity in both sensor and detector design would lead to cost-effective point-of-care devices.
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